WHAT ARE WE ALREADY DOING?

* Publication Standards Checklist (Public Health England)
  - librarian critiquing methodology
  - create leaflets/links to PRISMA EQUATOR
  - raise visibility.

* Influence the Influencers
  - find a champion in institution

* Who is doing the work?
  - Create a publication standard for the institution

* Create/Pre-fill PRISMA for researchers
Create Research Reporting Workshop

* EQATOR Librarian Network - plan to share resources

* Reference Interview for Sys. Rev. Search - check out POSTER.

* & Review - Andrew Booths Table + 50 Shades of Review EAHIL CPD
- 2016 CATHL motion to have librarians involved in peer review
  
  How/Can we put pressure?

- ICMJE
  - Journal Editors
  - CATHL Board?

- Ethics committee

- PubMed Commons
  - Comments on pubpeer

- Volunteer as peer reviewer on LKS publication
  - Read reviewer guidelines
* Use the evidence to encourage better practice.

* Barriers?
  - need for proactive approach
  - making most of every conversation connection